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Quantum relativity as a generalized, or rather deformed, version of Einstein relativity may offer a
new framework to think about the structure of space–time at the true microscopic/quantum level.
The approach typically gives some picture of a noncommutative (quantum) space–time. We propose
a formulation with two deformations implemented on the Poincaré symmetry, using the independent
Planck mass and Planck length as the invariant constraints. Together, they give the quantum h¯. The
scheme leads to SO(2,4) as the relativity symmetry. We present a linear realization on a classical
six-geometry beyond the familiar setting of space–time. Two extra coordinates to be considered as
neither space nor time are needed. The last deformation step implementing the Planck length invariant
constraines the six-geometry, as an extension of 4D space–time, giving it the structure of a AdS
hypersurface. The resulted quantum world hence does not admit coordinate translation symmetries,
which terminates further extension to an unstable symmetry. The quantum world is shown to be parallel
to the “conformal universe”, but not scale invariant.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY license.1. Introduction
All physicists know of two relativities, namely Galilean relativ-
ity of Newtonian physics and Einstein relativity. Interesting enough,
going from the former to the latter can be considered as a direct
result of the mathematical procedure of symmetry deformation
or stabilization [1]. Such stabilizations may be considered as the
only legitimate symmetries to describe physics as conﬁrming an
unstable symmetry to be the ‘correct’ symmetry requires inﬁnite
experimental precision, establishing 1/c2 as exactly zero in this
case. The same procedure applied again to the Poincaré symme-
try, with minimal physics inputs leads to a new relativity. Taking
notion from quantum physics, such as the existence of a funda-
mental Planck scale, to make up the new deformation parame-
ter(s) may lead to a new relativity to be considered as a quan-
tum relativity. On the other hand, if space–time itself does have
a microscopic/quantum structure, it is reasonable to expect such a
structure to have its own relativity symmetry different from that
of the classical space–time. The latter, quantum, relativity should
effectively reduce back to the standard classical limit. Hence, it is
natural that some physicists have been exploring the possibility of
obtaining the right quantum relativity through deformation or sta-
bilization of the Poincaré symmetry.
In recent years, the subject of deformed special relativity has
been actively studied under the name doubly (or triply) special
relativity (DSR, TSR) [2–4]. Beyond c, other fundamental constants
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The standard choice for DSR is the Planck mass [2,3] while TSR
further incorporates a length set by the cosmological constant [4].
As said above, authors on the subject have in mind the target of
a quantum relativity—a relativity symmetry relevant to some mi-
croscopic/quantum structure of space–time. The Planck mass as
characterizing the quantum scale hence sounds natural to be used.
Indeed, it has since been appreciated that DSR is connected to an
old quantized space–time model from Snyder [5] in which the
Planck scale is to be appreciated as the length scale at which
space–time is to be revealed as quantized and a dS-radius of the
curved (deformed) momentum space. (For more discussions on the
geometric structures, see Refs. [6–9] from different perspectives.)
We want to clarify a basic perspective on what we believe the
subject of quantum relativity as an approach to describe the mi-
croscopic structure of space–time should be like. Space–time as
we know it, as described in physics, is a concept completely for-
mulated in the classical or macroscopic level, Einstein gravity in
particular. At the microscopic level, the concept of space–time may
have to be dramatically modiﬁed. Thinking about a new kind of ge-
ometric structure at that level, we look for a direct description of
the “quantum” physics of the classical notion of space–time, as for
example also adopted in Ref. [10]. This is in contrast to the ‘quanti-
zation perspective’, adopted for instance in most studies on quan-
tization of gravitation, within which one ﬁnds a ‘classical’ funda-
mental description and produces the quantum counterpart through
some quantization procedure. Ref. [10] for example starts with a
new fundamental dynamic principle assuming a (matrix model)
noncommutative geometry as a sort of “quantum geometry”. Here,
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tion of dynamics. It is interesting to note that quantum relativity
does suggest some noncommutative space–time description [7].
Ref. [8] introduced a linear realization perspective. The mathemat-
ically simple picture asks for a radical physics interpretation—that
4D space–time is to be described as part of something bigger,
a classical (commutative) six-geometry with two extra coordinates
that are neither space nor time. The six-geometry has four clas-
sical space–time coordinates, which may be taken as the proper
limits of the (four) quantum noncommutative (space–time) coor-
dinate operators. The operators are among the generators of the
quantum relativity algebra, which is hence more like a phase space
rather than coordinate/conﬁguration space symmetry. The two ex-
tra coordinates of the classical six-geometry beyond the space–
time ones likewise indicate a description beyond the conﬁguration
picture. For instance, the ﬁrst extra coordinate introduced at the
sort of DSR level has a space-like geometric signature, but is es-
sentially given by the physical quantity of proper time divided by
rest mass for an Einstein particle [8]. Recall that quantum mechan-
ics addresses only dynamics of states, or observables on states,
never conﬁgurations. Space–time coordinates in a classical geomet-
ric description are more like conﬁguration variables, while the cor-
respondent noncommutative operators represent the observables.
One does expect to have to go beyond the conﬁguration picture
to describe the states of space–time at the microscopic “quantum”
level. The true understanding of the full physics meaning of the
mysterious extra coordinates has to await a formulation of dynam-
ics though. The introduction of such coordinates suggests that any
formulation of dynamics has to answer what role they play there—
deﬁnitely not as that of the space–time or conﬁguration variables
as we know of. Such a formulation is of course a truly daunting
challenge. Before we take up that challenge, we have ﬁrst to un-
derstand better the kinematics of the right quantum relativity.
In this Letter, we present a new look what may be the right
quantum relativity. The unique fundamental constant in quantum
physics is of course h¯. Phase space quantization picture gives h¯
the role of the deformation parameter of the Poisson structure.
However, h¯ was not used in connection to any deformation of the
relativity symmetry in the process of obtaining the “quantum” rel-
ativities. Typically, the Planck scale, as explicitly characterized by
the Planck mass, is used while h¯ is assumed. Authors of Ref. [8]
realized the special merits of the three deformation setting (specif-
ically, TSR type setting formulated within Lie algebra framework
[1,11]), with a “length” constraint. The central observation here is
that if we take the Planck mass κc and Planck length  as inde-
pendently introduced deformation parameters, we can retrieve h¯ as
the product κc. This is breaking with the unquestioned tradition
since the 1947 paper by Snyder, or beyond! Quantum space–time
structure is to be characterized by two quantities κc and  instead
of one Planck scale. Such a deformation procedure explicitly intro-
duces the h¯ to make the resulted relativity truly a quantum one!
Below we sketch the explicit deformation construction and its
linear realization along the line as for the similar case of Ref. [8],
highlighting the difference with the latter. The obtained relativity
symmetry is the SO(2,4) group, linearly realized as the transfor-
mations within a six-geometry. We describe the structure from
our “beyond space–time” perspective, and its relation to the 4D
noncommutative space–time geometry. While the SO(2,4) group
is well known as a description of 4D conformal symmetry and our
six-geometry does contain the four space–time coordinates, the
physics of the deformations implies constraints that is not com-
patible with the conformal symmetry picture. We analyze that
explicitly, and illustrate an insight one can get out of that—the
quantum world is parallel to a conformal universe and translations
along the directions of two extra coordinates when projected onto
the latter are simply scalings. Our understanding of the physicspicture is only at a very preliminary stage, but the relativity looks
quite promising in fulﬁlling our expectations. Efforts towards for-
mulating the dynamics await.
2. Quantum relativity
To get a better idea of what symmetry deformation is all about,
let us take a look at the relativity algebras for the Galilean to Ein-
stein case. Deforming the zero commutators of any two Galilean
boosts to 1/c2 times a corresponding rotation generator gives
the Lorentzian SO(1,3) symmetry. If there has to be a velocity
with magnitude c invariant under reference frame transforma-
tions, the above is the unavoidable mathematical consequence. The
right physics interpretation says that we should think about 4D
(Minkowski) space–time instead of 3D space as the basic arena for
fundamental physics with the Lorentzian, or Poincaré, symmetry.
The basic idea of a quantum relativity dates back more than
half a century [5]. A simple way to put it is to say that if quantum
physics introduces the idea of the Planck scale, one may want it
to be characterized by a reference frame independent quantity. For
instance, you do not want to see the Planck length to suffer from a
Lorentz contraction. It has been realized that this can only be done
by modifying, or rather deforming, the relativity symmetry, basi-
cally in the same way as deforming the Galilean ISO(3) algebra to
the Lorentzian SO(1,3). The ﬁrst symmetry for such a quantum rel-
ativity suggested was essentially SO(1,4) [11], though some recent
authors bringing back this old topic preferred to think about it out-
side the Lie algebra framework [2,4]. From the mathematical per-
spective, the Poincaré symmetry ISO(1,3) resulted is also unstable
against deformation. The stabilization is either SO(1,4) or SO(2,3).
Sticking to the Lie algebra deformation perspective [1], stabiliza-
tion of the Poincaré, symmetry with the Planck mass, or rather
1
(κc)2
to be exact, gives SO(1,4). On the physics side, this is essen-
tially the Snyder suggestion of taking the Planck mass as a limiting
energy–momentum. As illustrated in the Table 1 (middle column),
E2 − |p|2c2  κ2c4 suggests the momentum ﬁve-vector π5 invari-
ant under SO(1,4). Taking the bound as |p|2c2 − E2  κ2c4 can be
easily seen to give SO(2,3) instead. The latter case is obviously of
no interest.
A radically new physics picture actually follows naturally the
lesson from Einstein. Just like the 3D space is part of the 4D
space–time, the 4D space–time is then part of a ﬁve-geometry.
The latter is simply a linear realization of the SO(1,4) as a sort
of “Lorentzian” symmetry. The most important thing is to realize
the ﬁve-geometry is not a 5D space–time. The proper mathematics
gives the extra coordinates σ the physical dimension of time over
mass and a space-like geometric signature. Within the ISO(1,3)
picture, translations by pμσ (cf. x = vit) are the “boosts” the
zero commutators among which are to be deformed. That explic-
itly deﬁnes the σ coordinate. Applying the SO(1,4) relativity to an
Einstein particle says that the corresponding σ coordinate has the
value of the proper time over the particle rest mass [8]. It is nei-
ther space nor time. In general, however, Einstein rest mass is no
longer an invariant as the energy–momentum four-vector has been
promoted to be a ﬁve-vector of unit magnitude.
It sounds reasonable to add the translations of the ﬁve co-
ordinate directions to the SO(1,4) to complete the relativity
symmetry of the ﬁve-geometry. The ISO(1,4) resulted, however,
is again a mathematically unstable symmetry. Further deforma-
tion/stabilization may have to be taken. On the other hand, having
Planck mass as an invariant may not be enough to get the rel-
ativity to describe a quantum world. In fact, without presuming
the quantum h¯, the Planck length  is an independent quantity.
The quantum energy scale and the quantum length scale cannot
be identiﬁed as one quantum scale before assuming h¯. While there
seems to be no way to put in h¯ directly as a deformation param-
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The three deformations summarized
xi(t) = vi · t xμ(σ ) = pμ · σ xA(ρ) = zA · ρ
|vi | c |pμ| κc |zA | i
−ηi j vi v j = c2(1− 1γ 2 ) ημν pμpν = κ2c2(1− 1Γ 2 ) ηAB zA zB = −2(1+ 1G2 )
M0i ≡ Ni ∼ Pi Jμ4 ≡ Oμ ∼ Pμ J A5 ≡ O ′A ∼ P A
[Ni ,N j ] −→ −iMij [Oμ, O ν ] −→ iMμν [O ′A , O ′B ] −→ i J AB
u4 = γc (c, vi) π5 = Γκc (pμ,κc) X6 = G (zA , )
ημνuμuν = 1 ηABπ Aπ B = −1 ηMN XMXN = −1
R
3 → SO(1,3)/SO(3) R4 → SO(1,4)/SO(1,3) R5 → SO(2,4)/SO(1,4)eter in the relativity symmetry stabilization picture, there is quite
a natural way to give it a similar status. The idea is to use the
Planck length  as parameter for an independent constraint re-
lated to the stabilization of ISO(1,4), as is also shown in Table 1
(last column).  is to be introduced as a ‘length’ bound on the
ultra-violet. The choice of |zA |  i with zA as a ‘length’ or ‘lo-
cation’ vector of the 5D geometry gives a six-vector description of
the ‘generalized space–time location’ X6. Note that the i, explicitly,
in |zA | i means
(
z0
)2 − |z|2 − (z4)2 −2,
hence an effective lower bound on length—naively |z|  for z0 =
z4 (say both zero), that is what is in line with the idea of a Planck
length. In the table, ηMN = (1,−1,−1,−1,−1,1) with the in-
dices go from 0 to 5; ηAB is the 0 to 4 part; other than that, it
is the usual notation. JMN here denotes the 15 generators of the
SO(2,4) algebra, which is the quantum relativity symmetry ﬁnally
resulted.
A strong advantage of having the last deformation achieved
through imposing a ‘length’ bound is the fact that simple trans-
lations on the resulted six-geometry cannot be admissible sym-
metries. The quantum world is actually only a 5D hypersurface
within the six-geometry as given by ηMN XMXN = −1. The lat-
ter is an exact analog of the constrained and curved velocity and
energy–momentum spaces, respectively, of the ﬁrst two deforma-
tions. That terminates further extension to the unstable ISO(2,4)
which will require further deformation according to the philoso-
phy behind the approach.
It is interesting to note that from the above picture, the com-
plex i for quantum physics may be considered as coming from the
fact that the Planck scales as two, rather than one, invariant quan-
tities (like and beyond c) have to be imposed as bounds on the
part of the corresponding vectors with a space-like and a time-like
signature, respectively. It is actually the ‘Minkowski’ structure of
the two extra coordinates related to the two quantum deforma-
tions that is the true origin of the quantum i.
3. The geometry and the scale/conformal transformation
The geometry of the quantum world is one of an AdS5 space.
Similar to the case for dS5 discussed in Ref. [8], the set of zA ’s sim-
ply give a (Beltrami-type) ﬁve-coordinate description of the AdS5
hypersurface ηMN XMXN = −1. In terms of zA , the metric is
given by gAB = G22 ηAB + G
4
4
ηACηBD zC zD . Introducing qA ≡ ih¯ ∂∂zA ,






qA + Z (L)A 12 (ηBC Z
(L)
B qC ), we have representations of the SO(2,4)
generators given as
JMN = XMPN − XN PM
= Z (L)M qN − Z (L)N qM = Z (L)M P (L)N − Z (L)N P (L)M ; (1)PM ≡ ih¯ ∂∂ XM , and we adopt the natural extended deﬁnitions
Z (L)5 ≡  and P (L)5 ≡ q5 + Z (L)5 12 (ηBC Z
(L)
B qC ) = 0.
The ‘Lorentzian’ 5-momentum P (L)A = − 1 J A5 is a quantum,
noncommutative, generalization of the ‘classical’ 5-momentum at
the level of the intermediate SO(1,4) relativity [8], essentially
as introduced by Gürsey [12]. Moreover, its ﬁrst four compo-
nents transform as that of a 4-vector under the 4D Lorentz group
SO(1,3). We also have
[
Z (L)A , P
(L)
B
] = −ih¯ηAB . (2)
Another noteworthy feature here is that q5 = − 1 (ηBC Z (L)B qC ) re-
sembles the conformal symmetry (scale transformation) generator
for the ﬁve-geometry with an otherwise Minkowski metric. Trans-
lation along z5(= ) is indeed a scaling of XM . We explore an-
other connection to 4D conformal symmetry below.
In the quantum regime, what one observes depends on the en-
ergy scale the system is being probed. For high energy theorists,
the importance of the renormalization group evolutions cannot
be over-estimated. A quantum frame of reference will likely have
to be characterized also by the energy scale as the renormaliza-
tion scale, or some generalization of that. What is remarkable is
that the SO(2,4) symmetry for the relativity is mathematically
the same group for conformal symmetry in 4D space–time, usu-
ally considered as the symmetry for a scale invariant theory. Our
question here is how the relativity symmetry SO(2,4) can be con-
nected to the 4D conformal symmetry SO(2,4), and what that may
teach us about the physics of the quantum relativity.
Following Ref. [8] (see also Refs. [4,11]) and discussion above,
we write our quantum relativity algebra as:
[Mμν,Mλρ ] = ih¯(ηνλMμρ − ημλMνρ + ημρMνλ − ηνρMμλ),
[Mμν, Pˆλ] = ih¯(ηνλ Pˆμ − ημλ Pˆν),
[Mμν, Xˆλ] = ih¯(ηνλ Xˆμ − ημλ Xˆν),
[ Xˆμ, Xˆν ] = ih¯
κ2c2
Mμν, [ Pˆμ, Pˆν ] = − ih¯
2
Mμν,
[ Xˆμ, Pˆν ] = −ih¯ημν Fˆ , [ Xˆμ, Fˆ ] = −ih¯
κ2c2
Pˆμ,
[ Pˆμ, Fˆ ] = −ih¯
2
Xˆμ (3)
(h¯ = κc). This is to be matched to the standard form
[ JRS , JMN ] = ih¯(ηSM JRN
− ηRM JSN + ηRN JSM − ηSN JRM), (4)
JMN = ih¯(xM∂N − xN ∂M). We identify
Jμ4 ≡ −κc Xˆμ = ih¯(xμ∂4 − x4∂μ),
Jμ5 ≡ − Pˆμ = ih¯(xμ∂5 − x5∂μ),
J45 ≡ κc Fˆ = ih¯(x4∂5 − x5∂4), Jμν ≡ Mμν. (5)
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notation that the generators represent a form of 4D noncommu-
tative geometry. The sets of Xˆμ ’s and Pˆμ ’s give natural quantum
generalizations of the classical xμ ’s and pμ ’s (represented as ih¯∂μ ’s
here), or Z (L)μ ’s and qμ ’s in term of the ﬁve-geometry as discussed
above. One can check that they do have the right classical limit.
Note that the algebra may also be interpreted as coming from the
stabilization of the ‘Poincaré + Heisenberg’ algebra with Fˆ being
the central generator before deformation. On the AdS5, −κc Fˆ is
P (L)4 , the ﬁfth ‘momentum’ component.
We introduce the coordinates x+ = (x5+x4)/
√
2 and x− = (x5−
x4)/
√
2, to be called conformal cone coordinates. The generators
Jμ4 and Jμ5 may be replaced by the equivalent set
Jμ± ≡ ih¯(xμ∂± − x±∂μ) = ( Jμ5 ± Jμ4)/
√
2, (6)
where ∂± = (∂5 ± ∂4)/
√
2, and J+− ≡ ih¯(x+∂− − x−∂+) = J45.
Mathematical structure of the algebra for conformal symmetry in




2 Jμ−, Pμ ⇒
√
2 Jμ+, D ⇒ − J45. (7)
However, the physics picture is to be given by the deﬁnitions
Pμ = ih¯∂ ′μ ≡ ih¯
∂
∂ yμ




ν∂ ′ν − y2∂ ′μ
)
, (8)
where yμ represents the 4-coordinate of Minkowski space–time.
Recall that the introduction of the invariant length  admits a de-
scription of the coordinate variable x as a pure number (denoted
rather by X above). Obviously, the standard 6-coordinate deﬁni-
tion for JMN is invariant under such re-scaling. Next, we consider
the 6- to 4-coordinate transformation on a special 4D hypersurface





μ yν − 12 ). One easily sees that the metric in terms of yμ
is still ημν , hence Minkowski. Moreover, we have
x+ = x− = − 1√
2





∂+ = 0, ∂5 = −∂4 = 1√
2
∂− = xν∂ν . (9)
The latter does give exactly Eq. (8) through expression (7). So, we
can say that for the 4D hypersurface in the six-geometry satisfy-
ing Eq. (9), translations along x4 and x5 do correspond to scal-
ing, as ih¯∂5 = −ih¯∂4 = D . We call this hypersurface the conformal
universe. The latter satisﬁes ηMNxMxN = 0 while the quantum
world has ηMNxMxN = −1 as shown in Table 1. The JMN trans-
formations of SO(2,4) leave both invariant. We are then forced to
conclude that the quantum world cannot have 4D scale invariance.
The analysis also illustrates that translations along x4 and x5 can
be considered as some sort of scaling, or transformation (energy)
scale. To establish the latter on a more solid setting, we do need
ﬁrst to build a theory of dynamics, which is beyond the scope of
the present Letter.
4. Conclusion
Special Einstein relativity as given by SO(1,3) is the deforma-
tion or stabilization of the Galilean ISO(3). Along the same line,extending to ISO(1,3) and stabilizing to SO(1,4) has been consid-
ered as admitting the deforming parameter 1
κ2c2
to be nonzero.
While this gives the ﬁnite Planck mass κc, there is still no h¯. Going
further to ISO(1,4) and then SO(2,4) may be taken as admitting
independently the ﬁnite Planck length . The latter together with
κc gives h¯. The symmetry for quantum relativity is hence SO(2,4),
the linear realization of which tells that the quantum world is an
AdS5 sitting inside a classical six-geometry of four space–time plus
two extra coordinates. ISO(2,4) is not a symmetry for the AdS5,
hence no further extension and deformation. The formulation also
gives a quantum, noncommutative, 4D space–time description, ﬁt-
ting well with the natural perspective from the deformation ap-
proach that these extra coordinates are neither space nor time.
They are connected to the concept of (energy) scale, though the
quantum world is not scale invariant but rather ‘parallel’ to the
conformal universe.
The relativity symmetry stabilization approach, with the quite
minimal physics input of having the fundamental constants Planck
mass and Planck length (hence also the quantum h¯) being the de-
formation parameters is illustrated to give an AdS5 as the quantum
world with SO(2,4) as the reference frame transformation sym-
metry. That is but all kinematics, the next challenge is to build a
theory of dynamics, or a theory that does give us dynamics as we
know it at the classical space–time limit. The latter represents fur-
ther big challenges to our conceptual thinking about fundamental
physics.
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